The research community at Michigan Technological University invites applications for the **Tomorrow Needs Faculty and Scientists Seminar Series**, which presents opportunities for advanced Ph.D. students and postdoctoral scholars to learn about Michigan Tech and interact with University researchers.

Michigan Tech is a growing research-focused university with 19 active research centers and institutes and we are seeking talented researchers and educators to join our community. Our goal is to enable world-class research experiences for faculty, scientists, and students.

Those selected will be invited to present an hour-long research seminar, tour the Michigan Tech campus and research facilities, and meet with faculty and students.

We look forward to learning about your exciting research and your future goals in academia! Travel and lodging expenses will be paid.

Learn more about this opportunity and apply at: mtu.edu/icc/seminars

**Supported by:**
College of Computing
College of Engineering
Great Lakes Research Center
Institute of Computing and Cybersystems

mtu.edu/tomorrowneeds